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Article | 19 January 2024 Canada...

Key events in developed markets next
week
Keep an eye out for US GDP data and a reiteration of the ECB's focus
on data dependency next week

Source: Shutterstock

US: Fourth quarter GDP growth expected to come in at
around 2.5%

Market confidence in the March Federal Reserve interest rate call that had been fully priced in has
waned over the past week, and is likely to be pared back even further over the week ahead. We
continue to favour May as the starting point for the first rate cut from the Fed. We expect fourth
quarter GDP growth to come in at around 2.5% on Thursday – and with the unemployment rate
ending 2023 at just 3.7% and inflation still well above target in year-on-year terms, there seems to
be little pressure to start cutting rates imminently. Fed officials do acknowledge that they will likely
end up cutting interest rates this year, but they too are pushing back on the time and scale of that
first move. Their individual forecasts suggest three 25bp rate cuts this year versus the 150bp of
rate cuts markets are discounting.

While we disagree on the market’s timing of the first move, we too expect 150bp of rate cuts this
year. Inflation in YoY terms is above the 2% target, but the December month-on-month core
personal consumer spending deflator reading should come in below 0.2% for the sixth month out
of the past seven. This is the key threshold that we consistently need to be under to be confident
YoY inflation will return to 2%. The Fed itself suggests neutral policy interest rate is 2.5%, so we
have 300bp to play with just to get back to “neutral”. Consequently, we see downside risks to the
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central bank's current prognosis and see the Fed funds rate ending this year at 4%, then hitting 3%
in the first half of 2025.

Eurozone: ECB to stress data dependency as markets gear up
for imminent rate cuts

Back in December, the European Central Bank basically announced the end of the current rate
hiking cycle. Financial markets took that signal and the current economic weakness as clear signs
of imminent rate cuts. However, even if actual growth continues to turn out weaker than the ECB
had expected every single quarter, as long as the eurozone remains in de facto stagnation mode
and doesn’t slide into a more severe recession – and as long as the ECB continues to predict a
return to potential growth rates one or two quarters later – there is no reason for the central bank
to react. Certainly not as long as inflation remains off target.

The irony of market pricing right now is that it makes the need for actual policy rate cuts less
urgent. Financing conditions have eased since early December, doing the work that actual rate
cuts should do, supporting growth but also pushing up inflation risks. Consequently, the more
aggressive the market prices future rate cuts, the less needed and likely those cuts will be. At the
same time, given the high degree of uncertainty surrounding both the growth and inflation
outlook, any more explicit forward guidance the ECB might give next week could easily become
outdated by actual macro developments. Therefore, the most likely outcome of next week’s ECB
meeting will be to stress data dependency and to give some insights into potential conditions for a
rate cut without pre-committing to anything.

Read our full ECB preview here

Canada: Rate cuts from the second quarter onwards
Canadian core inflation came in hotter than expected in December and rules out the Bank of
Canada shifting meaningfully in a dovish direction at the January policy meeting. However, higher
interest rates are biting. The latest BoC Business Outlook Survey reported softening demand and
“less favourable business conditions” in the fourth quarter with high interest rates having
“negatively impacted a majority of firms”, leading to most firms not planning to add new staff. As
such, inflation looks set to soften further in coming months and so we favour rate cuts from the
second quarter onwards, most likely starting in April.

https://think.ing.com/articles/ecb-preview-resisting-the-push-back/
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Article | 18 January 2024 Asia week ahead | Japan | Philippines | Singapore...

Asia Week Ahead: Bank of Japan likely to
retain yield curve control
A BoJ meeting is the highlight for the coming week

BoJ to maintain YCC
The Bank of Japan is expected to maintain its YCC policy and negative short-term rate policy at its
January meeting. Inflation will likely slow further in January and the cautionary mood following
the recent earthquake will prevail.  

Meanwhile, Tokyo CPI inflation is expected to decelerate to 2.2% year-on-year in January with
government subsidies on energy bills and a high base last year contributing as well.  

Japan’s export sector to show gains
December exports should gain 6.0% YoY on the back of a recovery in IT machinery and motor
vehicle exports. We believe the recent earthquake hasn’t interrupted production much while the
service sector-led recovery continues, with the flash PMIs confirming the trend.  
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Korea’s GDP report
Tighter credit terms and news of a major construction company’s debt restructuring will hamper
business and consumer sentiment in December. For 4Q GDP, stronger-than-expected exports will
be the main engine of growth, yet partially offset by the contraction of construction investment
and private consumption. Thus, we expect 4Q GDP to decelerate to 0.4% quarter-on-
quarter (seasonally adjusted) from the previous quarter’s 0.6% growth.

Singapore inflation to stay elevated
Price pressures in Singapore likely persisted at the end of 2023 with December headline inflation
likely settling at 3.6% YoY. CPI unexpectedly dipped in November and we could see prices up 0.2%
on a month-on-month basis. 

Core inflation, which is the central bank's preferred inflation gauge, should remain at 3.2% YoY,
suggesting that the Monetary Authority of Singapore will likely maintain its current policy settings
at its first meeting of the year.

Philippine trade balance to stay in substantial deficit
December trade figures will likely show imports rising modestly while we could see a surprise
bounce in exports. Imports are tipped to gain by almost 4% YoY due to robust inbound consumer
goods imports linked to strong domestic demand.

Meanwhile, exports could benefit from a favourable base and outbound shipments of non-
electronic items. The overall trade balance, however, will likely remain in deep deficit with the
shortfall likely hitting $4.4bn. This development suggests that the current account remains in
deficit, pointing to sustained pressure on the Philippine peso.
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Key events in EMEA next week
All of the latest on what our team will be looking out for in the CEE
region next week

Source: Shutterstock

Poland: Unemployment rate inches up to 5.1% after running
at all time lows since July

Industrial output (December): -6.4% YoY

After some encouraging signs in the beginning of the fourth quarter of last year, industrial output
weakened again afterwards as global manufacturing remains under pressure and external
demand remains soft. We project awful December reading, amplified by negative calendar effects.
Industry remains the weakest spot of the economy and is the main drag to economic recovery
that in the fourth quarter was slower than we had expected.

Retail sales (December): -0.3% YoY

While real disposable income of households has improved alongside falling inflation, consumer
demand rebound remains slow. Our estimates suggest that the winter holiday period didn't bring
much good news for retailers. We still see household consumption rebounding in 2024, but the
pace of recovery was weak towards the end of 2023. Demand for durable goods is particularly soft,
with the exception of car sales.

Wages (December): 9.4% YoY
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December is traditionally a month of bonus payments in mining, but last year, some of those
payments had already taken place in October. If this reduces December payments, we may see a
temporary slowdown in average wage growth to a single-digit pace amid a high reference base.
Nevertheless, robust wage growth is expected to continue this year. From 1 January the minimum
wage went up from PLN 3600 a month to PLN 4242 a month (gross). In the 2024 state budget,
the government plans a 30% wage increase for teachers and 20% for civil servants.

Employment (December): -0.3% YoY

We forecast further easing in the enterprise employment level in December and negative annual
readings are here to stay for quite some time. The scale of deterioration is negligible given the
recent performance of the economy and the negative output gap, confirming that structural
factors (i.e., unfavourable demographics) keep the labour market tight.

Unemployment rate (December): 5.1%

Our forecast and the Ministry of Family Labour and Social Policy estimates both point to a slight
seasonal increase in the number of those unemployed in December last year. As a result, the
registered unemployment rate inched up to 5.1% after running at all-time-low of 5.0% since July.

Turkey: We expect one more hike by 250bp to 45% in
January MPC

Last month, the Central Bank of Turkey provided guidance that its tightening cycle would be
completed as soon as possible. The bank also reiterated that the monetary tightening required for
the sustained price stability would be maintained as long as necessary. Accordingly, we expect one
more hike by 250bp to 45% in the January MPC metting, and then for the central bank to remain
mute until the late third quarter or early four quarter of the year.

Key events in EMEA next week
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